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Masayuki TSUBOTA Solo Exhibition | Draw a line
　Period：October 25th to November 5th, 2022  *closed on November 1st, 2nd

　Time： 13:00~19:00　*till 18:00 on the last day 

　Venue : H-art Beat Gallery ｜2-38-10 Tako Bldg. 2F Kanda-Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0051 Japan　 

 

Press Release /  October, 2022

H-art Beat Gallery / Director : Masaru Nishiyama

glued on paper / 2019

H-art Beat Gallery

H-art Beat Gallery is pleased to announce to hold Masayuki Tsubota Solo Exhibition "Draw a line".

Masayuki Tsubota was born in 1976 in Osaka and was brought up in an environment where he was naturally 
exposed to art and crafts with his father being a painter/printmaker and a relative being a furniture craftsperson. 
He studied at Osaka University of Arts after graduating from high school and aimed to lead his life as a sculptor 
while actively participating in art events held in western parts of Japan. Upon completing his master’s degree 
course in sculpture in 2000 at Osaka University of Arts Graduate School, he opened his studio in his hometown, 
Himeji City, Hyogo Prefecture and started to dedicate himself to sculpturing.

Human beings, within their primal senses, possess the ability and the wisdom to link themselves to nature but 
they were forgotten in the course of the long history of evolution and development. So Tsubota, with his works, 
tries to ask the people living today and of the future to evoke the “,” the way to interact with nature. 

The substance (material) slowly carved and polished by Tsubota and the colors that become the source of the 
overall image react together to form a piece of his work. It is his hope that his creations will lead the people 
living today to the memories that are intrinsic to human beings but are unknown (and will not be perceived).

As materials for his works, he mainly uses wood, which is a familiar yet sacred material for Japanese people. He 
has profound knowledge of techniques in creating Buddhist statues, which have had great influences on the long 
history of Japanese art. So, his style of paying respect to wood while creating his work is based on the way a 
Buddhist sculptor would make statues, that is, to pray three times before carving each stroke with a blade.

His simple and sophisticated works with deep tranquility has not only captivated individual collectors, but also 
attracted architects and interior designers all over the world, which led to many collaboration opportunities. His 
creations made as commissioned work have been installed in various buildings such as office buildings, hotels, 
condominiums, and hospitals as well as being introduced at interior design projects.



H-art Beat Gallery

CV：

　1976　Born in Osaka (Japan)

　2001　Graduated Master Course of Osaka University of Arts (M.F.A.)

　2008　Busan Biennale 2008, ART IS NOW (Korea)

   2009　"Emilia-Romagna region official event, Ottobre Giapponese" (Italy)

　2012　Solo Exhibition (INSA GALLERY / Korea）

　2015　Solo Exhibition (H-art Beat Gallery / Tokyo) '18  '20

　2019　Solo Exhibition (gallery MOE LA / USA）

　2020　Group Exhibition "ResonancE" (H-art Beat Gallery / Tokyo）

Collections：

　Ohtemachi Park Bldg. (Tokyo), Ascott Marunouchi (Tokyo), Nangang Station Office Building (Taipei/Taiwan）

　Gio Shinjuku-Wakamatsu (Tokyo), Gio Setagaya Matsubara (Tokyo), Park Habio Nihonbashi Kakigaracho (Tokyo)

　Premist Mitaka (Tokyo), Prime Style Higashi-Nihonbashi (Tokyo), InterContinental Hotel Osaka (Osaka)

　Sysmex Technology Institute (Hyogo), Tokyo Garden Terrace Kioicho (Tokyo), UBS Tokyo Branch (Tokyo)

　OPUS Arisugawa (Tokyo), Yomiuri Newspaper Wakayama (Wakayama), TOYOTA Nissin Seminar Center (Aichi)

　Hotel Brighton City Osaka Kitahama (Osaka), Sosuikyo (Mie)  

Recent Artwork & Commission Work：

  

H-art Beat Gallery  

Director : Masaru Nishiyama  西山 勝    

the wind of self_gstfs1 / H23×22×10cm /
gesso on basswood, tin foil, stone / 2020

　2010　Masahiko Tsubota,Koichi Uchiida & Masayuki Tsubota 3 person Exhibition (Nakano House Museum/Niigata）

　2016　Solo Exhibition (Yamaki Art Gallery / Osaka)
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